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Abstract

We recently proposed a multichannel audio coding method
using a multiband source/filter model, which results in
a compact representation of the original recording. Our
method can reproduce the original recording using only one
audio channel and side information for the remaining chan-
nels in the order of 5 KBps/channel. Here, we examine packet
loss concealment strategies for use within our model, so that
we can derive a complete system for low-bitrate multichannel
audio streaming through the Internet or wireless channels.

1 Introduction

Multichannel audio recordings offer improved sound realism
for audio reproduction compared to stereo recordings. They
are created using a large number of microphones (usually
more than the final number of channels), resulting in a num-
ber of recordings that are then mixed in order to create the
final channels of the multichannel recording. Multichannel
recordings before or after the mixing procedure, contain a
much higher degree of information to store or transmit com-
pared to stereophonic recordings. On the other hand, the
increase in the number of channels offers opportunities to
explore inter-channel similarities, in addition to the intra-
channel redundancy that is explored in today’s perceptual
audio coders. Inter-channel similarities are partly explored in
current multichannel audio standards such as Mid/Side Cod-
ing [1] which is implemented as part of MPEG-2 AAC (Ad-
vanced Audio Coding), and Intensity Stereo Coding [2] which
is implemented as part of Dolby AC-3. Currently, these im-
plementations require 64 KBps per channel for high-quality
coding. Another approach, Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) [3],
belongs to a wide area of research known as Spatial Audio
Coding which attempts to drastically exploit inter-channel
redundancy by encoding one audio channel as reference, and
only a small degree of side information for the remaining
channels. In this sense, BCC achieves an approximate bi-
trate of 6 KBps per channel as side information (i.e. exclud-
ing the reference channel which can be encoded using e.g. a
monophonic perceptual audio coder). Recently, we proposed
a novel approach for multichannel audio coding [4] which
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follows the philosophy of spatial audio coding, achieving a
bitrate of 5 KBps per channel for the side information. In
contrast to BCC, our method allows resynthesis of the in-
dividual microphone signals (before mixing) at the receiving
end, which can be expected to offer a more realistic reproduc-
tion of the multichannel recording. Additionally, in contrast
to most multichannel audio coding methods, our approach
is suitable for applications such as distributed musicians col-
laboration and remote mixing.

Our source/filter model allows for low bitrate coding of
multichannel audio recordings, before or after mixing. It is
useful both for stored recordings (an analog of MP3 encoding
for multichannel recordings), or for streaming applications.
One application we consider is multichannel audio streaming
through the Internet or wireless channels. In such cases, it
is often possible that some packets of the transmitted infor-
mation might be lost or delayed due to channel conditions.
Especially for audio applications, not only lost packets but
delayed packets as well are a serious problem. In any case,
the missing information will result in an audible degradation
of quality in the audio signal. This problem has been exam-
ined mostly in the Voice Over IP framework, where several
directions have been proposed. One approach is to introduce
redundant information to the transmitted packets, which can
be extra bits for forward error correction (FEC), side infor-
mation, or multiple packets corresponding to the same infor-
mation. An issue with these systems is that they introduce
redundancy thus increase in the bitrate, and also delays to
the encoding/decoding process. Even under the presence of
these approaches, it is possible that some packets of infor-
mation might be considered as lost. Packet loss concealment
(PLC) attempts to reconstruct the lost information exclu-
sively at the receiver side, without redundancy, without any
overhead to the transmitter, and with small overhead and
delays for the total encoding/decoding process.

Some PLC methods are based on particular models for
the signals, which in the case of speech signals can be either
source/filter models (e.g. methods in [5, 6, 7]) or sinusoidal
models (e.g. [8]). For audio and speech signals, without
knowledge of the underlying coding method, PLC is usually
achieved by repeating the last received samples or by inter-
polation of previous packets; for speech signals this can be
improved by additional knowledge of the pitch evolution. For
a survey of several PLC methods for speech and audio signals
the reader is referred to [9]. In streaming audio, model-based
approaches that depend on the coding procedure also exist
similarly to the speech case (e.g. [10]). For multichannel au-
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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed encoding approach.

dio, a PLC method on the raw PCM-coded signal space has
been developed in [11], where audio inter-channel similarities
have been explored. Our objective in this paper is to design
a model-based PLC scheme for multichannel audio, building
on our previously proposed coding method, so that we can
derive a complete system that can be used for low-bitrate
encoding/decoding of multichannel audio, for transmission
through the Internet or wireless channels. One of the PLC
methods we propose is a novel approach based on exploring
cross-channel correlations regarding the LSF vectors, in ad-
dition to intra-channel correlations of adjacent (in time) LSF
vectors.

2 Multichannel Audio Model

In this section we give a brief description of the system we
recently proposed [4] for multichannel audio coding. Initially,
it is important to explain how multichannel audio recordings
are produced and at what stage of this process our system is
introduced. Our focus is on live concert hall performances,
without loss of generality for our methods.

Multichannel audio recordings are created by initially us-
ing a large number of microphones in the venue. As an exam-
ple, in our experiments we use a multi-microphone recording
from a US concert hall which has been recorded using a to-
tal of 16 microphones. These microphones can be divided in
two categories, spot microphones which record specific parts
of the orchestra (e.g. the violins, the chorus, etc.), and re-
verberant microphones which are placed far from the orches-
tra and mainly capture the acoustic properties of the venue.
The latter category can be sufficiently modeled using high-
order linear time-invariant filters [12], thus it represents no
significant challenges regarding coding under bandwidth con-
straints. The former category has been the main focus of our
recent work, and we have shown that all spot microphone sig-
nals can be resynthesized successfully from only one of these
microphone signals (termed as the reference signal), using a
small amount of information (in the order of 5 KBps/sec) for
each of the remaining microphone signals [4]. In general, the
final multichannel recording is produced by a mixing process,
where the recorded signals are mixed using aesthetic criteria
and each of the resulting channels is led to the correspond-
ing loudspeaker. Consequently, our coding process precedes
the mixing process, in contrast to all other multichannel au-
dio coding systems that encode the final channels that are
the result of mixing. Thus, our system allows for a vari-
ety of applications that other systems cannot accommodate
for, such as remote mixing and distributed musicians col-
laboration. Since our system encodes the initial microphone
signals rather than simply binaural cues as in BCC, it can
be expected to result in a more realistic reproduction of the
multichannel audio recording. In both our system and BCC,
the rate needed for each of the additional audio channels (ex-

cluding the reference channel) is in the order of 5 KBps. Our
system involves a higher number of channels (before mixing);
on the other hand, for our system only spot microphone sig-
nals require this side information, since for the reverberant
microphone signals we only need to transmit a LTI filter with
practically zero needs in bitrate.

The first stage of our system is the modeling process, which
corresponds to passing all N microphone signals (see Fig. 1)
through an M-band subsampled filterbank, resulting in M*N
signals. Using critical subsampling, this introduces no addi-
tional overhead regarding the total number of samples. Each
of the subband signals is processed independently of the oth-
ers, using the linear predictive (LP) source/filter model. This
process results in a more accurate LP model rather than ap-
plying the LP model in the full-band (0-20 kHz). In prac-
tice, we have found that octave-spaced filterbanks produce
best subjective results (using listening tests), which can be
attributed to the fact that this type of filterbank is more ac-
curate for the lower-frequencies which are more acoustically
significant. The novelty of our model has been the fact that
for each of the subband signals, its source (or error) signal
can be essentially substituted with the source signal of one of
the N initial microphone signals (reference signal) of the cor-
responding subband. This is due to the subband LP analysis
which succeeds to capture most of the important information
using only few coefficients (the LP filters), leaving the error
signals common for all microphone signals (for each corre-
sponding subband). Then, we need to encode one full audio
signal (the reference signal), while for the remaining N-1 sig-
nals we only need to encode the LP filters for all subbands,
which translates to a large degree of information reduction
without degradation of the audio quality.

The second part of our system consists of coding the model
parameters using as low number of bits as possible. We have
shown that for coding the LP filters for each microphone
signal (side information) we can use the approach of [13].
Briefly, the process includes converting the LPC’s to LSF’s
(Line Spectral Frequencies) which are more robust for coding,
and then using a trained GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model)
for clustering each LSF vector into a Gaussian class. For
each class, the Gaussian parameters (mean and covariance
matrix) can be used for KLT (Karhunen-Loeve) decorrela-
tion. This is followed by scalar non-uniform quantization of
the decorrelated vector parameters, which produces the final
bitstream to be transmitted. The procedure is inverted for
each vector in the transmitter side for each Gaussian class,
in order to classify the vector to the class which results in
the smallest quantization distortion. In the receiver, the in-
verted process is used to reconstruct the transmitted vec-
tor. We have shown that use of this procedure in our system
results in bitrates in the order of 5 KBps for encoding all
the subband LP parameters for each microphone signal with
high-quality. The reference signal, on the other hand, can
be encoded as a monophonic audio source, using e.g. a per-
ceptual audio coder such as MP3, without any perceptually
noticeable artifacts in the final resynthesized recording.

3 LSF Estimation Methods

As mentioned, the information that is transmitted to the re-
ceiver for reconstructing the N microphone signals includes
the LSF vectors and one full audio (reference) channel. Thus,
we assume that each of the transmitted packets contains ei-
ther an LSF vector or a segment of PCM samples of the
reference channel. The reference channel might be encoded



in practice by a perceptual audio coder, but this would not
change the PLC methods we propose here. In the remain-
ing of this section we describe four different approaches for
estimating the lost LSF vectors. Regarding the error signal
(extracted from the reference channel), we assume that it has
been correctly received.

Regarding the case when a part of the error signal might be
lost as well, this issue can be addressed by existing methods
for monophonic audio loss concealment, but is also a subject
of our ongoing research. For all methods described in this
paper, it is assumed that the packet corresponding to time
t is lost, and is estimated using only previous packets (for
minimal delay).

3.1 Single-Channel Estimation

Let xt be the lost packet (LSF vector) that we wish to esti-
mate and xt−1 be the previous in time LSF vector. In order
to estimate xt, we use the GMM-based joint density estima-
tion method of [14], and will be referred to in this paper as “1
ch est” (since the lost packet is estimated using one previous
packet from the same-channel recording). We only use the
previous in time LSF vector under this approach. We apply a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for modeling the probabil-
ity density function of the joint vector-space z = [xT

t−1 xT
t ]T ,

g(z) =

M∑
i=1

p(ωi)N (z; µz
i ,Σzz

i ), (1)

where p(ωi) is the prior probability of class ωi and N (z; µ,Σ)
is the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector
µ and covariance Σ. The parameters of the GMM (mean
vectors, covariance matrices and prior probabilities of each
Gaussian class), can be estimated from the observed data (a
training dataset) using the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm. Then, the lost packet xt is estimated in minimum
mean-squared (MMSE) sense from the relation:

x̂t =

M∑
i=1

p(ωi|xt−1)
[
Σ

xtxt−1
i

(
Σ

xt−1xt−1
i

)−1
xo

t−1 + µxt

i

]
(2)

where
xo

t−1 = xt−1 − µ
xt−1
i (3)

and

p(ωi|xt−1) =
p(ωi)N (xt−1; µ

xt−1
i ,Σ

xt−1xt−1
i )∑M

j=1 p(ωj)N (xt−1; µ
xt−1
j ,Σ

xt−1xt−1
j )

. (4)

3.2 Repetition

Another very simple receiver-based PLC strategy is to re-
place the lost packet xt with a copy of the packet that con-
tains the LSF vector of the previous time instant xt−1:

x̂t = xt−1. (5)

This technique will be referred here as “copy”.

3.3 Linear Regression

Under a linear regression approach, the lost packet is defined
as a linear combination of some previous in time LSF vectors.
In our experiments we used three past packets:

x̂t = a xt−1 + b xt−2 + c xt−3 (6)

where a, b, c are scalars and are estimated using least-squares
estimation from a training dataset. For compactness we refer
to this method as “regr”.

3.4 Cross-Channel Estimation

Here we propose an extension of the single-channel estima-
tion approach into cross-channel estimation. In the problem
we examine, there are correlations not only between adjacent
LSF vectors of the same microphone signal, but also across
the LSF vectors of the various microphone signals. Thus,
it may be possible to enhance the single-channel estimation
method we described, using the LSF vectors of other micro-
phone signals. In order to show this, we examine a 2-channel
estimation approach (denoted by “2 ch est” for compact no-
tation). Thus, we train a GMM using triplets of LSF vectors,
i.e. using a supervector z = [xT

t−1 yT
t xT

t ]T , where xt is the
vector of one channel that we need to estimate (target vec-
tor), xt−1 is the previous vector of the same channel assumed
as known, and yt is the LSF vector corresponding to the
current frame of another channel (of the same multichannel
recording), also assumed as known.

If we denote as wt−1 = [xT
t−1 yT

t ]T , then we can obtain
x̂t using again (2) and (4), where xt−1 in those equations
is now substituted by wt−1. It should be noted that in this
case, wt−1 has double dimension than xt−1, since it is a
supervector containing both the LSF vector of the previous
packet (same channel) and the LSF vector of the current
packet of another channel. However, it is a simple procedure
to derive the various correlation matrices and mean vectors
using the GMM parameters obtained for z.

4 Results

For our experiments, we use two microphone signals from a
US orchestra, before those are mixed into the final multichan-
nel recording. In particular, the first signal was recorded near
the male voices of the orchestra’s chorus, while the second
one was recorded near the female voices. These signals are
very easy to distinguish acoustically. Our objective is to test
the four LSF estimation methods described in the previous
paragraph, assuming that the error signal frame is correctly
received, examining various channel conditions. In this sec-
tion, we give objective results of the reconstructed signals
using the Log-Spectral Distortion (LSD) measure. LSD is
the distance between LP-based spectral envelope of the orig-
inal LSF vector and the reconstructed LSF vector, defined
as

LSD =


 1

Fs

Fs∫
0

[
10 log10

(
S(f)

Ŝ(f)

)]2

df




1
2

, (7)

where Fs is the sampling rate, S(f), Ŝ(f) are respectively the
LP power spectra corresponding to the original vector xt and
the reconstructed vector x̂t . The results given here are based
on LSF vectors before the coding/quantization process. The
effect of LSF quantization to the resynthesized audio signals
has been examined in our previous work [4].

The sampling rate for the audio signals is 44.1 kHz; we di-
vided the frequency spectrum into 8 octave subbands using
40th order Daubechies wavelet filters. In each subband we
applied a Hamming window of 256 samples, with 75% over-
lapping, while the LP filter order was 8. These parameters
were shown in our previous work to be a good selection given



# Band 1 ch est copy regr 2 ch est

1 3.0171 2.9522 2.9217 2.3350
2 2.9630 2.9633 2.9397 2.3354
3 2.5260 2.5416 2.5080 2.2251
4 2.0886 2.1003 1.9626 1.8935
5 1.6999 1.7190 1.6188 1.5732
6 1.4971 1.5467 1.4512 1.4393
7 1.3582 1.4455 1.3305 1.3203
8 1.2832 1.3836 1.2756 1.2496

Average 2.0542 2.0815 2.0010 1.7964

Table 1: Average LSD (dB) values for each subband, in the
scenario that the current LSF vector is lost given that the
previous LSF vector was received.

the trade-off regarding audio quality vs. total information re-
duction. When applying the GMM estimation methods (“1
ch est” and “2 ch est”), a GMM of 16 components was used.
The parameters of the GMM were estimated using a training
audio dataset of about 92 000 pairs of LSF vectors (approx-
imately 2 min of audio) from all the subbands. In the “1 ch
est” case, each pair consisted of two consecutive in time LSF
vectors (t − 1 and t); in “2 ch est”, triplets of vectors were
considered instead of pairs, corresponding to the previous
LSF of the same channel, the current LSF of another chan-
nel, and the target LSF vector, based on what was described
in the previous section. For training, we used recordings of
the same performance as the data we estimated (a differ-
ent part of the recording than the one used for testing). In
the regression method, we used the same training dataset for
least-squares estimation of the regression parameters. The
testing audio data used was about of 1 min duration.

Using the aforementioned parameter values and in order
to evaluate the estimation accuracy of the proposed PLC
methods (“1 ch est”, “copy”, “regr”, “2 ch est”), we car-
ried out experiments based on two scenarios. In the first
scenario, the current LSF vector is lost given that the pre-
vious in time vector was received. Thus, we applied this
scenario to all the LSF vectors. The obtained average LSD
values between the true and the estimated LP spectra for
each subband are shown in Table 1. The results in the ta-
ble show that the cross-channel estimation method performs
best (least distortion), which was expected since we use an
extra channel of audio for our estimation method, and given
that there is correlation between the various channels of the
same recording. However, from the table we can also see that
the various methods perform almost equally well, which gives
obvious preference to using simpler methods (such as repeti-
tion) rather than estimation methods which need a training
procedure.

The second scenario we examined can be considered as a
more realistic simulation regarding the channel conditions.
In the second scenario we assumed that a percentage of the
transmitted packets is lost. The packet losses were simulated
using a Gilbert loss model [15], which is usually applied to
such problems. This is a more realistic scenario since it is
possible that two or more consecutive packets might be lost.
In consecutive losses, we obtain the current estimate using
the previous packet estimate as being the actual packet, and
so forth. The results obtained are the LSD values averaged
over all the lost packets. In Fig. 2 we plot the average LSD
values with reference to the percentage of losses, for the four
PLC methods described in Section 3. These results show
that as the probability of packet losses increases (i.e. worse
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Figure 2: Average LSD (dB) values for various choices for
the percentage of channel losses, for the four PLC methods.

channel conditions), the cross-channel GMM-based estima-
tion becomes more advantageous than the other three meth-
ods, introducing clearly less distortion in the LSF vectors.
These results give an indication that the additional overhead
of the cross-channel estimation method is well-justified, since
audio quality is our main concern in this application. On the
other hand, the single-channel estimation method is shown
to perform slightly better than the simpler methods only in
very bad channel conditions. The listening tests that follow
give us a better indication regarding the performance of each
of the four PLC methods.

4.1 Listening Test

We conducted a listening test in order to evaluate the qual-
ity of the audio signals that were resynthesized using the
four PLC methods that were objectively tested in the previ-
ous paragraphs (i.e. single channel estimation, cross-channel
estimation, repetition, and regression). In our test 17 lis-
teners volunteered to participate, and listened to 1 audio
segment (about 10 sec) that was resynthesized using the 4
PLC methods for various channel conditions (more specifi-
cally 10%, 40%, and 60% probability of packet loss). The
channel conditions for these packet loss probabilities were
simulated using a Gilbert loss model [15], as in the previous
section. Thus, the total number of the audio files that were
tested was 12 (1 audio file×4 PLC methods×3 percentages
for packet loss). The testing method was a Degradation Cat-
egory Rating (DCR) listening test which is often employed
in speech coding [16]. In this type of subjective testing, each
listener is presented (we used high-quality headphones) with
two audio segments at a time, one of which corresponds to
the actual audio recording while the other one is the sig-
nal that was resynthesized with one of the PLC methods).
Then, the listener is asked to grade the resynthesized au-
dio signal compared to the original signal, using a 5-grade
scale with the following description for the grades: 5 corre-
sponds to “No quality degradation perceived” (compared to
the original recording), 4 to “Quality degradation perceived
but not annoying”, 3 to “Quality degradation perceived and
is slightly annoying”, 2 to “Quality degradation perceived
and is annoying”, and 1 to “Quality degradation perceived
and is very annoying”. Considering the various probabilities
of packet loss, for each listener 12 DCR tests were conducted.

The average results (and the 95% confidence intervals) of
the DCR test are shown in Fig. 3 for the three choices of
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packet loss. From these results we can conclude that in-
deed the cross-channel estimation method performs best, es-
pecially in higher percentages of packet loss, which is consis-
tent with the results of Fig. 2. The figure is also consistent
with the objective results of Fig. 2 in the sense that there is
no clear advantage for one of the other three PLC methods
(even for 60% losses, the three methods performed very close
objectively). In general, we can conclude that the clear ad-
vantage of cross-channel estimation in the objective results
was confirmed subjectively, whereas the other three methods
performed almost equally well objectively and subjectively.

5 Conclusions

We presented a new approach for packet loss concealment for
multichannel audio streaming, using our previously proposed
multiband source/filter model for multichannel audio cod-
ing. The objective and subjective results showed that sim-
ple methods, such as repeating the last received frame when
the current frame is lost, perform worse than more complex
methods of missing frame estimation, mostly when realistic
channel conditions were considered in our simulations and for
high percentage of packet losses. The cross-channel estima-
tion method which was introduced in this paper, was shown
to result in the best PLC performance both objectively and
subjectively. We are currently investigating the case when,
in addition to lost LSF packets, some packets containing the
reference signal might be lost as well. In this case, strategies
that have been developed for loss concealment of monophonic
audio can be applied to the reference audio channel directly,
or to its LPC residual signal which is needed for resynthesis
of the multiple channels using our model.
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